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New Instrumental Hit by the Composer of "The Gondeliers"

LaGazelle
By W. C. POWELL

It is predicted by those who understand the public taste that La Gazelle will outshine any other intermezzo two-step published, excelling as it does in melody and rhythm, such big successes as "Hiawatha" and the same composer’s "Gondeliers."

La Gazelle.
INTERMEZZO TWO-STEP

Have You the Following New Numbers:

Mignon. Novelette Two-Step. By the Composer of "La Gazelle."

If You Were Only Here Tonight. High Class Ballad.

The Lonely Wanderer.
A Beautiful Reverie.

Dream Waltz.
Inspiring and Dreamy.

Ragtime Eyes. A Real Rag.

I've Taken a Likin' to You.
Novelty Song.

The above numbers are for sale at all music stores and department stores carrying music.
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